
Managing Risk and Compliance 
across the Hybrid Cloud

BUSINESS CHALLENGE:

In order to keep up with the demands of the company’s current portfolio 
of 16 commercial office properties totaling approximately 4 million square 
feet, Carr Properties, a real estate investment trust that owns, manages, 
acquires and develops high-end properties in the Northeast U.S. hired Ilan 
Zachar. As their new CTO, Ilan is leading the modernization and optimiza-
tion of Carr Properties’ technology platforms.

TRANSFORMATION:

Carr Properties was looking to consolidate 
control of their evolving application and tech-
nology infrastructure—without adding head-
count or complexity. 

Based on reputation and experience, Ilan 
engaged RestorePoint, Inc. to evaluate Carr 
Properties’ infrastructure, ultimately select-
ing RestorePoint, Inc. to deliver and manage 
a platform that integrates the emerging trend 
of cloud-based applications to provide auto-
mation, visibility, analytics and control across 
the enterprise.

“�I�sleep�soundly�
knowing�that��
RestorePoint��
is�proactively�
identifying,��
addressing��
and�correcting�
our�compliance���
issues.”�– Ilan Zachar

https://www.restorepoint.net/


Results: Carr Properties experiences greater control over a once disparate
IT / IoT infrastructure and establishes a managed platform that nimbly  
detects and responds to threats and compliance issues with little to no  
burden on the existing team.

ADDITIONAL OUTCOMES:

For the Tenants: The establishment of 
the new platform allows Carr Properties 
to extend the range of control to in-build-
ing systems that touch their tenants each 
and every day—energy management 
systems, building management systems, 
elevator controls, lighting controls and 
life safety—to ensure that these IoT sys-
tems are performing  seamlessly for the 
benefit and safety of the tenants.

For the Business: In addition to transforming Carr Properties to a next gener-
ation platform, RestorePoint, Inc.’s solution provides the ability to meet audit 
and compliance requirements, and analytics to pinpoint areas of improve-
ment as the business evolves.
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